ONWARD
WE WILL:
Globally scale Lighthouse, to drive true Local for Local
manufacturing, designed for retail products shaped by
our total view of the consumer and delivered with
speed;

WE WILL:
Engage with our strategic partners, their teams, and
their communities to provide additional value to,
with, and through, them;

WE WILL:
Further improve our materials and product design,
reduce waste, and take steps toward improving the
impact we have on the environment;

WE WILL:
Continue our transparency evolution.

While we’re setting a long term
path…

Our near-term goals include:

Reduce Energy and
Water Consumption

Advance Materials Sustainability

Social & Labor
Standards

WE WILL
Continue working to uphold the rights of workers who make our products:
•
•
•

Seek to implement our Code, the FLA Code and meet our FLA commitments.
Provide increased support to, and engagement with, our partners to help them
improve and sustain performance.
Seek to extend give back through our Suppliers to their teammates, their
“Houses” and their communities.

Focus on reducing our products’ footprint in highest-impact areas where we
have the most control. We’re moving overall toward using more sustainable
materials in better product design – and a cradle-to-cradle, circular economy
that turns waste into feedstock for our products – while manufacturing them
closer to our customers. As part of this, we will:
•
•
•

•

Deepen our commitment to elastomeric hard yarns through MicroThread.
Increase the use of recycled polyester across product categories to at least
15% of our sourced polyester by 2020.
As active members of the Sustainable Apparel Coalition (SAC), contribute to
better design tools by exploring in 2017 how we can improve and incorporate
into our processes the SAC’s Materials Sustainability Index (MSI) and Design
and Development Module (DDM).
Complete a screening life cycle analysis (LCA) study on a new product
material by 2017.

Improve our operations and help partner factories in joint movement to reduce
the impacts of manufacturing our products.
•
•
•

Explore in 2017 and beyond opportunities to increase our use of renewable
energy.
Identify opportunities in 2017 to help partner factories reduce energy use,
providing support like a best practices toolkit in 2018.
Pilot a new material dyeing technology that reduces water use by at least 40-

60% by upcoming 2019 product cycles.

WE WILL

Aim to minimize waste in all UA operations, working to gradually eliminate it
wherever possible.

Reduce Waste

•
•
•

•
•

Continue planning for a circular economy and seek to pilot-test closed-loop
materials manufacturing in 2018. As part of this vision, we aim for the UA
Lighthouse to produce 10M units of product in the United States by 2020.
Identify and pursue new opportunities to reduce material waste at partner
factories and post-production in 2017, such as a pilot project in which we will
divert for recycling scrap footwear rubber.
Streamline in 2017 our process for reusing cartons at Under Armour’s North
America distribution centers from factories: we aim to better track the reuse
rates and hope that more cartons shipped from our factories will be
repurposed for shipments to retail locations.
Implement in 2017 additional practices to improve recycling and composting
rates at our global headquarters in Baltimore.
Evaluate in 2017 opportunities to reuse corporate waste streams in the
construction of our new Port Covington campus.

Improve Packaging

Improve our packaging and continue evaluating packaging sustainability
opportunities.

•

•
•

Work to transition in 2017 the majority of our sourcing factory partners to
lighter corrugated cardboard, with the remainder addressed in 2018. Lighter
cardboard requires less energy to transport and will also allow us to fit more
product inside the same shipping containers. This will reduce overall shipping
emissions and should help to lower air freight shipments from factories.
Continue our current work to reduce inserts and right-size packaging for
footwear in 2017.
Continue looking for ways to ship our product containers more full from
overseas. It’s a challenging area because we must meet consumers’
expectations for some high-demand products. Just like our athletes, we must
continue to grapple and look for innovation.

WE WILL: PROTECTTHISHOUSE:
BUILD IT BETTER : Please write to us about how we
can strengthen our program:
SustainabilityReport@underarmour.com

